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Abstract

Dataflow models of computation are often used in model-based MPSoC design flows, as they
naturally expose the parallelism contained in an application. In a dataflow model, concurrent
processes (actors) communicate via packets transmitted over channels. During system design,
actors mapped to the same processing element must be scheduled. While model-based schedule
representations are desirable, existing approaches are either restricted to static dataflow models
for which static schedules can be determined, or they introduce special scheduling actors with
different semantics compared to actors of the underlying dataflow model, thereby hampering hi-
erarchical composition. In this paper, we propose a modeling approach which unifies the repre-
sentation of application and scheduling actors, while at the same time retaining the same well-
defined dataflow semantics for both actor types. Furthermore, being based on guarded actions,
the proposed approach also provides for both, dynamic dataflow actors and dynamic scheduling.
Additionally, we show how (quasi-)static schedules can be represented by the proposed modeling
approach and how the reduced scheduling overhead is reflected by the schedule representation.

1. Introduction

Due to the ever-increasing computational requirements of embedded software, heterogeneous multi-
processor system-on-chip (MPSoC) architectures are becoming more and more important in embed-
ded systems. Thus, at system level, choosing the right programming model is a challenging task.
Here, dataflow models of computation naturally expose the parallelism contained in the application,
and thus yield well to synthesis for MPSoC architectures. In a dataflow model, concurrent processes
(or actors) communicate via packets (or tokens) transmitted over channels.
Fig. 1 shows an exemplary design flow supported by our proposed model: Initially, the desired be-
havior is specified by a dataflow graph, where functionality is still separated from architecture. This
application dataflow graph can be used, for example, to perform functional verification. After having
determined a mapping of actors to processing elements (PEs) available in the MPSoC platform, the
actors of the application dataflow graph can be partitioned accordingly, resulting in a hierarchical
dataflow graph. This step represents a structural refinement only, and actors are still executed in a
self-timed manner. Next, actors assigned to the same PE are scheduled, as they cannot be executed
concurrently. Finally, the scheduled dataflow graph is synthesized to the target platform (or a virtual
prototype).
In order to enable model-based transformations (including scheduling of actors), the behavior of an
actor can be described by a set of firing rules (cf. [LP95]). In turn, firing rules are often described
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Figure 1: Design flow

by means of guarded actions [ANRD04, BSS10]. A guarded action basically consists of a guard
predicate which determines whether the associated action can be performed or not. Guarded actions
are particularly suited do describe dynamic dataflow applications, where actor firings may depend
on the availability of tokens on different channels or the state of the actor. Besides dynamic dataflow
actors, firing rules can also be used to model static actors. For example, if all firing rules have the very
same token consumption and production rates, the actor can be classified as a synchronous dataflow
(SDF) [LM87] actor.
Depending on the nature of the dataflow actors mapped to the same PE, different scheduling strategies
can be identified (cf. [SB00]) ordered by increasing scheduling overhead: In a (fully) static schedule,
exact execution times of actors (and thus start times) are determined at compile time. In case of data-
dependent execution times, this approach becomes infeasible, and (periodic) static order schedules
(PSOS) may be used instead. In this case, only the order of execution of actors on a PE is determined
at compile time, while the start times result from a self-timed execution. Quasi-static scheduling
postpones some scheduling decisions to runtime, which can be used e.g., to schedule static actors in
a dynamic environment, as is often the case for realistic applications. If the application contains only
dynamic actors, dynamic scheduling can be used which performs all scheduling decisions at runtime.

2. Related Work

Annotating scheduling strategies back into the functional model such that existing simulation, synthe-
sis, and analysis tools can be reused as much as possible seems desirable. Hence, the representation
of schedules for dataflow graphs has been studied before.
The approach presented in [DSB+12] is tailored towards analyzability of the scheduled dataflow
graph. Here, a PSOS for actors of an SDF graph which are mapped to the same PE is modeled by
adding channels to the original SDF graph which sequentialize actor firings according to the PSOS.
The resulting SDF graph can then be used to apply well-known SDF analysis algorithms, like latency
and throughput calculation, or buffer sizing.
This technique can only be used for dataflow graphs for which PSOS can be determined, i.e., static
graphs like SDF and cyclo-static SDF (CSDF) [BELP96] graphs. In contrast, our approach aims for
dynamic dataflow graphs and thus also supports, for example, quasi-static scheduling (which requires
runtime decisions) and the switching of scheduling modes (scenario-aware dataflow [TGB+06]).
Other approaches annotate scheduling decisions by hierarchical composition of dataflow graphs, like
our proposed model. To this end, the firing of an actor is usually refined by firings of other actors.
For example, the generalized schedule trees (GST) approach presented in [KZP+07] differentiates
between leaf nodes and non-leaf (internal) nodes. While leaf nodes represent actors from an associ-
ated dataflow graph, internal nodes represent looped schedules which execute its child nodes a given
number of times. Based on core functional dataflow (CFDF) [PSK+08] semantics in which an actor
consists of a single mode with fixed token consumption and production rates, it is possible to de-



compose such a GST into a set of static interacting graphs, thereby improving the simulation time
compared to a dynamic execution of the GST [PSB09].
In contrast to CFDF, an actor in our model consists of multiple firing rules which may be active
in a given mode. Thus, it is possible to consume tokens from different channels depending on the
availability of tokens, which is not possible in the CFDF model of computation (MoC). Note that such
a behavior may be modeled by a generalization of CFDF, namely enable-invoke dataflow (EIDF) (also
described in [PSK+08]), in which multiple modes may be active at the same time for a given actor.
However, while CFDF and EIDF only consider the number of required tokens by a mode in order
to determine whether an actor can fire or not, our approach is less restrictive w.r.t. guard functions,
which may also read (but not consume) tokens on channels.
In [WSS+11], so called dataflow schedule graphs (DSG) are used to implement schedules for actors
of an underlying dataflow graph. A DSG consists of reference actors and schedule control actors.
While the former is used to model firings of actors of the underlying dataflow graph, the latter is used
to model control-flow as known from sequential programming languages (e.g., loops and branches).
In order to guarantee sequential execution for actors mapped to the same processing element, a single
control-flow token is passed along reference and schedule control actors.
While dataflow actors and reference actors are only loosely coupled, the authors claim that the ap-
proach works for any underlying dataflow representation based on guarded execution of actors, e.g.,
CFDF. In contrast, our model (which is also based on guarded execution of actors) represents control
flow by modes and firing rules of a composite actor. Thus, no special schedule control actors are
required, and the same semantics are applied to leaf actors and composite actors.
FunState [STG+01] uses nested components which are controlled by finite state machines (FSMs).
Here, transitions use events to activate transitions of child components. This may result in non-
sequential behavior of components, where a transition may be started before the previous one is
finished. In turn, tokens must be consumed and produced atomically at the beginning and end of an
action, respectively. In contrast, our firing rules have sequential semantics, and thus, tokens can be
consumed and produced at any time during the execution of an action. Also, firing rules in our model
have a static communication behavior, which may not be the case in FunState. Thus, analyzability of
the model w.r.t. hierarchical composition is improved. In particular, token availability checks can be
automatically propagated to parent components, thereby reducing the number of such checks.
In [FZHT11], quasi-static schedules of static child actors are described by means of firing rules.
Basically, a counter is associated with each actor which is incremented when the actor is fired. In
turn, a firing rule encodes lower and upper bounds on these firings counters to determine when it is
enabled. Thus, these firing rules have limited expressiveness compared to our firing rules.

3. Model

In summary, our proposed approach extends existing state-of-the-art dataflow modeling approaches
by unifying the semantics of schedule and application actors through the use of guarded actions,
which also provide for dynamic scheduling and dynamic dataflow actors. For example, using our
approach, dynamic dataflow actors can be embedded in a static dataflow actor.

Definition 3.1 (Actor) An actor a = (I, O,A,C,E,M,m0, Fg, Fa, T ) consists of input ports I , out-
put ports O, (child) actors A, fifo queues (channels) C ⊆ A.O×A.I1 connecting output ports of child
actors with input ports of child actors, edges (port-to-port bindings) E ⊆ (I×A.I)∪(O×A.O) con-
necting input/output ports with input/output ports of child actors, a set of actor modes M , an initial

1A.O denotes the set of all output ports of all child actors, i.e., A.O =
⋃

a′∈A a′.O. In the following, this notation will
be used for other elements of an actor (e.g, input ports A.I and transitions A.T ) as well.
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Figure 2: a) Dataflow graph consisting of leaf actors src, d, a1, a2, m and snk , three functional composite
actors r1, r2 and r3 representing resources, and a single structural composite actor top representing
the application. Note that edges corresponding to port-to-port bindings of output ports are reversed in
order to improve readability. b) Behavior of the leaf actors in terms of transitions. For all transitions,
m = m′ = m0, i.e., they represent self-loops of the initial actor mode.

actor mode m0 ∈ M , a set of guard functions Fg representing general predicates on token values or
the state of the actor (discussed later), a set of action functions Fa representing state transformations,
and a set of transitions T implementing the behavior of the actor. A port of a child actor must be
connected to exactly one port or channel of the parent composite actor.

In the following, an actor with no child actors (i.e., A = ∅) will be called leaf actor, whereas an actor
with child actors will be called composite actor. Furthermore, a composite actor with an empty set
of transitions T will be called structural composite actor, whereas a composite actor with transitions
will be referred to as functional composite actor. While the set of leaf actors models the functionality
of the application (cf. Fig. 1, “App. DFG”), functional composite actors are used to model scheduling
decisions for a subset of leaf actors (cf. Fig. 1, “Sched. DFG”). Structural composite actors represent
structural refinements without behavior (cf. Fig. 1, “Part. DFG”). In order to improve readability, the
methodology will be explained in the context of a composite actor a in the subsequent sections.
For example, consider the dataflow graph given in Fig. 2(a): Basically, src produces tokens, which
are dispatched by d to either a1 or a2, depending on the token type. Subsequently, m merges the token
streams from a1 and a2. Finally, snk consumes the tokens produced by m. During system design,
these six leaf actors are mapped to three processing elements r1, r2 and r3. Note that actors d, a1, a2
and m have to be scheduled as they are mapped to the same PE.

3.1. Leaf actors

For leaf actors, a transition basically consists of a guard function and an action function:

Definition 3.2 (Leaf Transition) A leaf transition t = (m,m′, fg, fa) specifies the actor mode m ∈
M in which the transition is active (i.e., considered for evaluation), the new actor mode m′ ∈M after
executing the transition, a guard function fg ∈ Fg, and an action function fa ∈ Fa.

While action functions may consume and produce tokens, guard functions are only allowed to read
(but not consume) the first token in a fifo queue. In the following, tokens and free places in fifo queues
will be called resources. Thus, a resource is consumed by consuming or producing a token.
In our model, guard and action functions must require/consume a constant number of resources. To
this end, we assume a function cons : Fa × (I ∪O) 7→ N0 which specifies for a given action function
fa ∈ Fa and an actor port p ∈ I ∪ O the number of resources consumed from p when fa is executed.
Analogously, the function req : Fg × I 7→ {0, 1} specifies for a given guard function fg ∈ Fg and an



input port p ∈ I whether or not the first token on a fifo queue is accessed by fg through p. Ideally,
these numbers would be automatically determined by analyzing the guard and action functions. While
possible for simple functions, in the general case, this cannot be accomplished, which is why we
require the user to specify these values.
For example, consider the src actor, whose only transition tsrc (cf. Fig. 2(b)) specifies no guard
function (fg = true), but an action function fsrc, which produces a single token onto the channel
(os, i1) via o′s. The corresponding value of cons, namely cons(o′s) = 1, can be found in the third
column of the same table.
A leaf transition is enabled if the current actor mode mcur = m, enough resources are available on
fifo queues and the guard function evaluates to true. If an enabled transition is subsequently selected
for execution, the specified action function is executed, thereby consuming resources and possibly
modifying the state of the actor.
For example, consider the d actor, whose transition td,1 (cf. Fig. 2(b)) is enabled if a token is available
on channel (os, i1), a free place is available on channel (o2, i4), and the guard function fg,1 (which
analyses the first token on channel (os, i1)) evaluates to true. When executed, the action function fd,1
consumes the first token from (os, i1), and produces a copy onto (o2, i4). Analogously, the second
transition td,2 copies the first token from (os, i1) to (o3, i5).

3.2. Structural Composite Actors

Leaf actors are contained in a composite actor. While functional composite actors schedule their child
actors, a structural composite actor (i.e., a composite actor with T = ∅) merely represents a structural
refinement, and thus does not constrain the execution order of child actors.
Therefore, our model has the following semantics w.r.t. a structural composite actor: First, struc-
tural composite actors can only be embedded in structural composite actors. Therefore, embedding
a structural composite actor in a functional composite actor requires either resolving the structural
composite actor (i.e., eliminating the hierarchy), or transforming it into a functional composite actor
by annotating a scheduling scheme (e.g., dynamic scheduling).
Second, child actors of structural composite actors represent concurrent processes, and they may
be synthesized as such during system design. This requires that the actors communicate only via
channels, and that thread-safe channel implementations are provided.
For example, consider the structural composite actor top in Fig. 2(a)), which represents the whole
application. In this case, top contains three functional composite actors r1, r2 and r3, representing
concurrent processing elements.

3.3. Functional Composite Actors

Functional composite actors schedule their child actors. Remember that admissible child actors of a
functional composite actor are leaf actors and functional composite actors.
Basically, we extend the definition of leaf transitions (cf. Def. 3.2) such that actions are no longer
restricted to functions, but can also consist of transitions of child actors. To be more precise, a so-
called schedule element can be either an action function or a set of transitions (of child actors) from
which a single transition will be selected for execution at runtime. Let Ta = P (A.T ) \ {∅} denote
the set of all transition subsets (other than the empty set) of all child actors. Then, a transition of a
functional composite actor is defined as follows:

Definition 3.3 (Composite Transition) A composite transition t = (m,m′, fg, s, r) specifies the ac-
tor mode m ∈M in which the transition is active (i.e., considered for evaluation), the new actor mode
m′ ∈ M after executing the transition, a guard function fg ∈ Fg, a non-empty scheduling sequence



s ∈ (Fa ∪ Ta)
+, and a flag r ∈ {true, false} which determines if resource availability checks should

be performed for channels of the composite actor.

Note that a leaf transition is equivalent to a composite transition where the scheduling sequence
consists only of a single action function. Thus, leaf actors are only a subset of composite actors in our
model. In particular, they have the same semantics.
Let s = 〈s1, . . . , si, . . . , sn〉 be the scheduling sequence of a transition t. Then, the number of re-
sources consumed by a t from a port p of the composite actor can be calculated as follows: cons(t, p) =∑n

i=1 cons(si, p).
Remember that for an si ∈ Fa, the value of cons(si, p) is specified by the user. For a transition
set si = {t′1, . . . , t′m} ∈ Ta, a transition will be selected at runtime. However, in order to be able
to calculate a static value for cons(si, p) in the case of m > 1, we require that all transitions of si
consume the same number of resources from ports of the composite actor, i.e., ∀p ∈ I ∪O : ∀t′j, t′k ∈
si : cons(t

′
j, p) = cons(t′k, p). Given such an admissible transition set si, we can simply select an

arbitrary transition t′ ∈ si and define cons(si, p) = cons(t′, p).
Note that, for a transition t′ of a child actor a′, the value of cons(t′, p) depends on the existence of a
port p′ of the child actor which is bound to p. If no such port exists, the transition obviously does not
consume resources from p:

cons(t′, p) =

{
cons(t′, p′) if ∃p′ ∈ a′.I ∪ a′.O : (p, p′) ∈ E

0 else.

Concerning the guard function, we require that req(fg, p) ≤ cons(t, p) for a port p ∈ I , i.e., tokens
read by guard functions must be consumed by the scheduling sequence. This static communication
behavior of single transitions allows well-defined hierarchical composition.
For example, consider the d and m actors from Fig. 2(a). A transition set s1 = {td,1, td,2} is admissible
w.r.t. actor r2, because all transitions in the set exhibit the same communication behavior w.r.t. ports of
r2, namely cons(s1, i1) = 1 and cons(s1, o1) = 0. In contrast, a transition set s2 = {td,1, tm,1} would
not be admissible w.r.t. actor r2, because each transition has a different communication behavior w.r.t.
ports of r2.

3.3.1. Resource Availability Checks

Admissible transition sets influence the resource availability checks of transitions. To this end, con-
sider both possible scenarios: On the one hand, if a port p′ of a child actor is hierarchically bound to
a port p of the composite actor, all transitions of the child actor which consume tokens from p′ can
omit resource availability checks for p′, as these checks are subsumed by the governing transition.
Note that this property holds true even if the same transition of the child actor is invoked by different
transitions of the composite actor. On the other hand, for a port of a child actor that is hierarchically
bound to a channel of the composite actor, it depends on the composite actor whether resource avail-
ability checks need to be performed or not, because resource availability checks are not subsumed by
the governing transition(s) in this case: While a composite actor which adapts a dynamic scheduling
scheme will perform resource availability checks for internal channels, a composite actor which im-
plements a PSOS or QSS does not require resource availability checks for internal channels in order
to execute a statically determined scheduling sequence.
In order to provide for such fine-grained refinement decisions during system design, a flag r can be
annotated to a transition t of the composite actor. If r = true, transitions of child actors will perform
resource availability checks for ports which are hierarchically bound to channels of the composite
actor. Otherwise, these checks are omitted.



Algorithm 1 Transition evaluation
1: procedure EVALUATE(Transition t, ports P )
2: Let a = actor(t)
3: if mcur,a 6= t.m then return false . Check current actor mode
4: for all p ∈ P do . Check resource availability
5: if avail(p) < cons(t, p) then return false
6: end for
7: if EVALUATE(t.fg ) = false then return false . Evaluate guard function
8: Let t.s = 〈s1, . . . , si, . . . , sn〉
9: if ∃i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n : si ∈ Ta ∧ @j, j < i : sj ∈ Ta then . Eval. first transition set (if any)

10: if t.r = true then
11: Tenb ← {t′ ∈ si | EVALUATE(t′,Pc(a, actor(t

′)) = true}
12: else
13: Tenb ← {t′ ∈ si | EVALUATE(t′,∅) = true}
14: end if
15: if Tenb = ∅ then return false
16: end if
17: return true
18: end procedure

For example, let s1 = {td,1, td,2} be the admissible transition set (with cons(s1, i1) = 1) described
above. Then, a possible transition of r2 if a dynamic scheduling scheme should be adopted is
t1 = (m0,m0, true, 〈s1〉, true) (we will later discuss other scheduling schemes for r2). Thus, while
resource availability checks for channel (os, i1) are subsumed by the composite transition t1 (and thus
need not be performed by td,1 and td,2), r = true indicates that internal channels (o2, i4) and (o3, i5)
must be checked for resource availability by td,1 and td,2, respectively.
The firing of a transition is split into an evaluation phase and a subsequent execution phase.

3.3.2. Evaluation Phase

The evaluation phase is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that actor(t) = a denotes the parent actor
a of t, i.e., t ∈ a.T . The parameter P represents the set of ports for which resource availability
checks should be performed, and is determined by the governing transition (lines 10–14). To this end,
Pc(a

′, a) = {p′ ∈ a′.I ∪ a′.O | @p ∈ a.I ∪ a.O : (p, p′) ∈ E} denotes the ports of a child actor a′ ∈ A
which are hierarchically connected to channels of the composite actor a. Then, if r = true, exactly
this set of ports is checked for resource availability by the transition of the child actor. Otherwise, no
checks are performed at all.
The guard function represents a general predicate on the state of the actor, and may also read (but
not consume) tokens. Thus, it is evaluated after successful resource checks (lines 4–7). In order
to accommodate for a dynamic behavior of child actors, the evaluation phase of the first transition
set of the scheduling sequence is performed during the evaluation phase of the composite transition
(lines 8–16). Note that only the first transition set is considered, as in the general case, it cannot be
determined if subsequent transitions can be executed without executing the previous one.

3.3.3. Execution Phase

The execution phase is summarized in Algorithm 2. Basically, the elements of a scheduling sequence
s = 〈s1, . . . , si, . . . , sn〉 are executed in the given order. While an action function si ∈ Fa is simply
executed, a transition must be selected from a transition set si ∈ Ta. As the evaluation phase for the
first transition set has been already performed during the evaluation phase of the composite transition,



Algorithm 2 Transition execution
1: procedure EXECUTE(Transition t)
2: Let a = actor(t)
3: Let t.s = 〈s1, . . . , si, . . . , sn〉
4: for i← 1, n do
5: if si ∈ Fa then
6: EXECUTE(si) . Execute action function
7: else
8: if t.r = true then
9: Tenb ← {t′ ∈ si | EVALUATE(t′,Pc(a, actor(t

′)) = true}
10: else
11: Tenb ← {t′ ∈ si | EVALUATE(t′,∅) = true}
12: end if
13: EXECUTE(tenb ∈ Tenb) . Select and execute transition
14: end if
15: end for
16: mcur,a ← t.m′ . Update current actor mode
17: end procedure

the result (i.e., an enabled transition) can be reused in this case. For subsequent schedule elements,
the behavior is undefined if the set of enabled transitions Tenb is empty.

4. Scheduling Strategies

In the following, we will show how the functional scheduling strategies outlined in Section 1 can be
described by the proposed modeling approach.

4.1. Dynamic Scheduling

A composite actor implementing a dynamic scheduling scheme sequentializes child actors by select-
ing any enabled transition from a child actor and executing it. In the worst case, all child actor ports
are hierarchically connected to ports of the composite actor, and all transitions of each child actor
exhibit a different communication behavior w.r.t. the ports of the composite actor. In this case, each
transition of a child actor corresponds to a transition of the composite actor:

T =
⋃
a′∈A

⋃
t∈a′.T

(m0,m0, true, 〈{t}〉, true)

However, the number of transitions may be reduced by grouping transitions with the same communi-
cation behavior w.r.t. the ports of the composite actor (cf. Section 3.3). Note that r = true indicates
that resource requirements must be checked for internal channels.
For example, consider again the composite actor r2 from Fig. 2(a). Grouping transitions of child
actors into admissible transition sets results in the following sets: s1 = {td,1, td,2}, s2 = {ta1 , ta2},

Table 1: Transitions of the composite actor r2 (cf. Fig. 2(a)) adopting a dynamic scheduling scheme (a), and a
quasi-static scheduling scheme (b). For all transitions, m = m′ = m0 and fg = true .

a) Dynamic scheduling scheme b) Quasi-static scheduling scheme

t s r cons

tr2,1 〈{td,1, td,2}〉 true (i1, 1)
tr2,2 〈{ta1

, ta2
}〉 true

tr2,3 〈{tm,1, tm,2}〉 true (o1, 1)

t s r cons

tr2,1 〈{td,1}, {ta1
}, {tm,1}〉 false (i1, 1), (o1, 1)

tr2,2 〈{td,2}, {ta2
}, {tm,2}〉 false (i1, 1), (o1, 1)



and s3 = {tm,1, tm,2}. Note that s2 contains transitions of different actors which is only permitted
as they are not hierarchically connected to (different) ports of the composite actor. Then, a dynamic
scheduling scheme can be described by the three transitions listed in Table 1(a). Note that in this case,
r2 has no static communication behavior, i.e., it is neither an SDF nor CSDF actor.

4.2. Quasi-Static and Static Order Scheduling

In contrast to dynamic scheduling, static order and quasi-static scheduling schemes specify static
scheduling sequences consisting of more than one element. While a PSOS can only be constructed
if the underlying actors exhibit static behavior, a QSS can also be constructed incorporating dynamic
child actors in our model.
For example, consider again the composite actor r2 from Fig. 2(a). Obviously, actors a1 and a2
exhibit a static dataflow behavior, as they only consist of single (leaf) transitions, which specify no
guard functions. In contrast, both d and m are dynamic dataflow actors, as all transitions consume
resources from different channels. For example, td,1 produces a token on channel (o2, i4), while td,2
produces a token on channel (o3, i5).
However, if td,1 has been fired, then we can also fire ta1 and tm,1 in turn. Analogously, firing td,2
enables subsequent firing of ta2 and tm,2. The resulting two transitions representing this quasi-static
scheduling scheme are shown in Table 1(b). Note that r = false indicates that resource checks are
not required for internal channels of r2.
Assuming that either td,1 or td,2 is enabled when a token arrives on i1 (which depends on the guard
functions fg,1 and fg,2), r2 exhibits a static dataflow behavior, where each invocation consumes a
token from i1 and produces a token on o1. Hence, it is possible in our model to encapsulate dynamic
dataflow actors inside a static dataflow actor.
If further refinement requires scheduling all leaf actors from the example on a single resource, a
PSOS could be specified for the whole application (assuming r2 is reused to encapsulate the dynamic
dataflow actors): s = 〈{tsrc}, {tr2,1, tr2,2}, {tsnk}〉. Note that this scheduling sequence would not
perform any resource availability checks at all, as the top composite actor representing the application
has no ports.

4.3. Static Scheduling

In this case, the exact execution times of actors (or tight worst case execution times) including inter-
processor communication overhead are known at compile time. While an actor is still composed of
transitions, these have to be annotated with timing information. In order to provide for model-based
delay annotations, a clock resource may be thinkable. This is part of future work and thus will not be
discussed here in more detail.
Note that in a static scheduling scheme, concurrent processes are no longer synchronized by means of
tokens, but by means of a (synchronized) clock. In particular, this renders resource availability checks
for inter-process channels superfluous. However, in our model, this cannot be specified currently, in
order to preserve the well-defined hierarchical composition semantics.

5. Results

We implemented a prototype of the modeling framework in C#. Model transformations (like sim-
ulation and synthesis) can be realized by means of plugins which process the composite actor rep-
resenting the application. In order to measure the performance of the proposed modeling approach,
we developed a functional simulation plugin which basically performs software synthesis for single-
processor targets (using the C# Expression class to compile code on the fly). The synthesized code



Table 2: Results for different testcases based on the dataflow graph from Fig. 2(a).

# Testcase Norm. avg. Latency Lat. reduction to prev. reval/exec
1 Dynamic (Hier.) 1.00 - 0.38
2 Dynamic (Inline) 0.81 0.19 0.38
3 QSS 0.51 0.38 0.64
4 PSOS (w/ checks) 0.37 0.26 0.87
5 PSOS (w/o checks) 0.34 0.09 0.87

implements Algorithms 1 and 2. Note that for transition sets, always the first enabled transition is
selected. This may not be the best strategy, even for dynamic dataflow graphs, and should be looked
into in future work. We benchmarked different testcases based on the dataflow graph from Fig. 2(a),
including the scheduling schemes described in Table 1. The target platform consists of an Intel Core
I7-2720 CPU with 8 GB RAM. The results are shown in Table 2. Note that the latency has been
averaged over 10 runs of the same testcase, each of which performs 1.000.000 iterations in order
to obtain execution times of some seconds. reval/exec specifies the ratio of evaluated transitions to
executed transitions. The actions of the transitions are dummy functions, i.e.., they do not gener-
ate additional computation overhead apart from forwarding the tokens. Thus, the latency represents
mostly the scheduling overhead.
Testcase (1) implements a dynamic scheduling scheme as shown in Table 1(a). Additionally, the
top actor performs dynamic scheduling as well. As could be expected, this is the slowest of all
testcases. Testcase (2) also performs dynamic scheduling. However, all actors have been inlined into
the top actor in this case. This approach is advantageous compared to testcase (1), because only a
single transition is required to implement the dynamic scheduling scheme in this case. Testcase (3)
implements a quasi-static scheduling scheme as shown in Table 1(b). Again, the top actor performs
dynamic scheduling in this case. This approach significantly improves on both dynamic scheduling
schemes in terms of latency and reval/exec. Testcase (4) implements a PSOS for the whole application
as described in Section 4.2. However, in order to show how resource availability checks influence
the latency of the application, we set r = true for the (only) composite transition implementing the
PSOS. Finally, testcase (5) performs no resource availability checks at all, improving latency again
by approx. 10% compared to testcase (4). Note that reval/exec 6= 1 for both testcases (4) and (5),
because the two transitions of r2 still implement a quasi-static scheduling scheme, and as such, the
first transition will be repeatedly evaluated in vain.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we showed how dataflow actors composed of guarded actions can be hierarchically
nested such that scheduling decisions can be represented in a model-based manner. To this end,
we have extended the actions of firing rules to incorporate transitions sets from which transitions
are selected at runtime. In order to provide for well-defined hierarchical composition and improved
analyzability, transitions have been restricted to a static communication behavior. This enables simu-
lation and synthesis tools to automatically reduce the number of resource availability checks, thereby
improving the quality of result. We described how various scheduling schemes like dynamic and
quasi-static scheduling can be realized within the our model, and showed the applicability of the
proposed approach by means of a small case study.
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